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PAMELA ROSENKRANZ
Alien Blue Window (Loim, Via San Tomaso 53), 2017
Lighttex, blue LEDs, anodized frame, remote control, USB dongle
84 5/8 x 53 3/8 x 11 3/4 inches (215 x 135.7 x 30 cm)
[PR1252.17]

Exhibited: Pamela Rosenkranz, Alien Culture, GAMeC, Bergamo, Italy, May 6 – July 30, 2017
Note: For her recent exhibition at GAMeC in Bergamo, Italy, Pamela Rosenkranz activated the spiritual history of the institutional space, creating a site-specific installation
with her new series, Alien Blue Window, based on RGB Blue. While her previous work, which explored the physical, biological and cultural dimension of the color blue,
linking the blue of the primordial ocean, which shaped the evolution of our perception, to the skies that dominate our religious imagery, this new series intensifies the
sheer infinity of associations that the color generates. Consisting of backlit imageless screens, whose form corresponds to that of GAMeC’s original, now covered over
windows, dating to its use as a monastery, the works produce an immersive environment that simultaneously invokes the artificiality of blue, which permeates our screens
and washes over the Internet, in turn generating a spiritual and sensual experience, which transcends the physical quality of the color.

R. H. QUAYTMAN
Loft, Chapter 4, 2005
silkscreen ink, gesso on wood
52 3/8 x 32 3/8 x 3/4 inches (133 x 82.2 x 1.9 cm)
[RQ1214.05]
Exhibited: Out of Place, UBS Art Gallery, New York, NY 2005
Literature: R. H. Quaytman, Spine, Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2011, illustrated full page, in color p.85

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Monochrome / Girly (Girly Pink, Série 1, Paris, Mars 2013), 2013
Bic ink on Ampersand clayboard
45 x 80 x 2 inches (114 x 203 x 5 cm)
[JM1100.13]

Note: The Bic series comprises industrial monochrome painting objects produced with a knife using the four colors of a Bic ballpoint pen. These industrial inks cannot be bought in bulk in France, or anywhere
else in the world, apart from Mexico, where Jean-Luc Moulène procured them. Besides the well-known original black, green, red, and blue colors found in the original single pen, Bic later produced an
alternative set of four colors for the Girly pen series: pink, ocean blue, acid green, deep violet. This series of four paintings stage these particular colors.

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Monochrome / Girly (Ocean Blue, Série 1) Paris, Mars 2013, 2013
Bic ink on Ampersand clayboard
45 x 80 x 2 inches (114 x 203 x 5 cm)
[JM1101.13]

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Monochrome / Girly (Acid Green, Série 1) Paris, Mars 2013, 2013
Bic ink on Ampersand clayboard
45 x 80 x 2 inches (114 x 203 x 5 cm)
[JM1102.13]

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Monochrome / Girly (Deep Violet, Série 1) Paris, Mars 2013, 2013
Bic ink on Ampersand clayboard
45 x 80 x 2 inches (114 x 203 x 5 cm)
[JM1103.13]

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Bloc Rouge Bleu 2 [Red Blue Block 2] (Paris 2016), 2016
colored wax on foam
15 3/4 x 40 1/4 x 34 5/8 inches (40 x 102 x 88 cm)
[JM1158.16]

Exhibited: Jean-Luc Moulène, Centre George Pompidou, Paris, October 19, 2016 – February 20, 2017
Literature: Sophie Duplaix, ed. Jean-Luc Moulène, Paris: Centre George Pompidou, 2016, ill. in color, p. 183.

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Coupé Noué [Cut Knotted] (Paris-Tlaquepaque (México), 2016), 2016
Bisque porcelain
13 3/8 x 35 3/8 x 20 1/2 inches (34 x 90 x 52 cm)
[JM1201.16]

Note: Coupé Noué [Cut Knotted] was cut to mirror the shape of a knot. I do this in a polystyrene block with a hot wire, and then I make them in porcelain. Indeed, the cut itself runs through a knotted
space, which in principle has no inside nor outside. In this knot, there are top elements and bottom elements, that’s the law of matter, but in this case, I only keep the bottom side and get rid of all the
top. More generally, this work on cutting objects is comparable to the way analysis works, because it never leaves an object whole. So I prepare the cuts myself, the points of entry into the pieces. Cuts
can be straight, curved, rotary, fibered; they can start from the surface, be knotted...
- Jean-Luc Moulène

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Torso azúl (San Rafael & Tlatepaque, Mexico 2017), 2017
ceramic
16 1/8 x 32 1/4 x 24 inches (41 x 82 x 61 cm)
Edition 2 of 2 + 2AP
[JM1366.17.2]

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Monochrome Sample, 61 x 50 cm, 12 Figure (Coubertin Foundry, July 2014), 2014
bronze, green patina
24 x 19 5/8 inches (61 x 50 cm)
[JM1045.14]
Note: The green patina of this bronze plaque is the ultimate color of the material itself, as it is subject to oxidation over time. Here, the color is reached
through an accelerated procedure in the foundry.
The dimensions of this rectangle correspond to an eighteenth-century French codification of painting stretchers, according to ‘Landscape,’ ‘Figure,’
and ‘Marine,’ categories. The proportions of this work follow those of a figure painting, or a portrait. The art material stores carry each standard stretcher category in various sizes, such as ‘6 Figure,’ or ’24 Figure,’ etc.
Finally, in a typical Moulène plastic reversal exercise, he uses a material that is traditionally used for sculpture to produce a two-dimensional “picture.”

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Monochrome Sample, 41 x 33 cm, 6 Figure (Coubertin Foundry, July 2014), 2014
bronze, green patina
16 1/8 x 13 inches (41 x 33 cm)
[JM1034.14]

JEAN-LUC MOULÈNE
Blown Knot 0.1 Varia 02 (CIRVA, Marseille, 2012), 2012
glass, steel
57 7/8 x 8 5/8 x 8 5/8 inches (147 x 22 x 22 cm)
[JM1002.12]
Exhibited: Jean-Luc Moulène, Modern Art Oxford, Oxford, UK, September 29 – November 25, 2012

SCOTT LYALL
Untitled 4, 2011
grayscale, white, and color ink dispension, UV radiation on cotton
94 x 66 1/4 inches (238.8 x 168.3 cm)
[SL2188.11]

SCOTT LYALL
SLStudio.clone1/1/1, 2017
UV-engraved Photonic Structures in Aluminum-Coated Polymer, Casein Painted Oak, UV Plexiglas and Acid Free Paper Matting
3 5/8 x 2 11/16 inches (9.2 x 6.8 cm)
Framed dimensions: 11 3/4 x 11 x 1 3/16 inches (29.8 x 27.9 x 3 cm)
[SL2192.17]

Note: Scott Lyall’s recent works employ Nanomedia engraving on foil, a manipulation of wafers of engineered foil at the level of the material’s molecular structure, to produce diffractions of environmental light. The foil is rebuilt as infinitesimal photonic structures that result in the diffracted color. These colors are not derived from pigments
or chemistry, nor are they mere representations of light. They are a primary appearance of visible light as it is broken down and scattered by the texture of the foil. Lyall
refers to these colors as a performance by light. Again, these textures are achieved at the Nano-scale, or at one billion pieces of information per meter.
The pictorial sources consist of nebulae and other cosmic bodies from the edges of our universe, namely phenomenon that are usually unseen, untouched and intangible. The largest visual scale encounters the smallest picturing units. The nebulae are colorized and altered algorithmically. This makes the colors split apart and multiply,
bursting into flames and trailing into flickers. These algorithmic effects become the series of instructions (a script) to manipulate individual works, directing the etching
operations in the Lab to anticipate performances environmental lights.

BLAKE RAYNE
Untitled, 2017
acrylic polymer and urethane on canvas
82 x 62 inches (208.3 x 157.5 cm)
[BR1475.17]
Note: In this recent series of paintings, Rayne employed a steel packing strap normally used to secure overseas shipping containers. Unspooling this tightly wound
object in the studio, the artist then gathered it up haphazardly and bunched it into the new, rectangular container of the picture plane. He then misted the canvas with
an airbrush to produce a meandering, looping line of negative space. A sort of unwieldy and supremely post-Fordist Standard Stoppage, Rayne’s packing strap brings
painting into the realm of the diagram, possibly communicating something about the real movement of capital, attention and bodies under globalization (or containerization). Here, the diagram is painting’s means of making contact with changes in the real, often in advance of their articulation within discourse. This is not so much
an indexical line like the one emitted by a seismograph. Rather, it’s more like writing perhaps, or even fiction in the sense of the “spatial practices” Michel de Certeau
describes: the improvised movements of pedestrians as they practice resistant means of navigating the urban grid and its police. Beyond representation, such a line
occupies the surface and creates space by taking up movement, meanwhile recording itself within the writing-down-system of the painting. Not far from writing (script) in
its looping, meandering communication with the rectangular, page-like format of the canvas, the packing strap is an unclenched and re-clenched material, inscribing a
“threshold of indifference” between containerization and now within the space and time of the painting. The sprayed-on clouds of color that bring out the negative space
of the line make contact with the object—a sort of anti-ruler—without necessarily experiencing a relationship: data points and material referents, non-context and bodily
information working separately and together as a single apparatus.
- John Kelsey, “Street Easy,” Blake Rayne: Tense & Spaced Out , Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2017, p.187

BLAKE RAYNE
Untitled, 2017
acrylic polymer and urethane on canvas
82 x 62 inches (208.3 x 157.5 cm)
[BR1477.17]

SAM LEWITT
Stranded Asset, 2017
cast fuel ash, metal hardware, black Murano glass rods
30 3/8 x 49 5/8 x 11 inches (77 x 126 x 28 cm)
[SL1246.17]

Note: Sam Lewitt’s Stranded Assets, installed in the Arsenale during the 57th Venice Biennale, is a site responsive artwork sparked by a visit to the recently decommissioned coal-fired Giuseppe Volpi power
station in Venice’s industrial Porto Marghera, where Lewitt’s attention was drawn to four early twentieth century decorative lamps housed in the curvilinear lobby stairwell. These lamps consist of an iron housing
shaped like a large book, whose encased neon light is diffused by a shade comprised of approximately 125 Murano glass rods. In Lewitt’s installation in the Biennale, these original lamps were hung in proximity to
his own sculptural reproductions fashioned out of a material commonly referred to as ‘fuel ash’ or ‘fly ash,’ a historically specific industrial by-product generated during the process of fossil fuel refinement, whose
naturally cementatious properties harken back to the ancient use of lava ash (so-called Pozzolana) for architectural cement production. Cast in fuel ash, the cemented reconstructions of the original Volpi lamps
inscribe the lights’ decorative form into a literal concretion of both a surplus of base matter and a use value for its particular properties. This refashioning of the lamps’ old fashioned art decoratif ‘streamlined’ form
also refashions them as remainders of a process of producing inassimilable waste as the obverse of the ideology of a ‘streamlined’ supply chain.

FLORIAN PUMHÖSL
Study Sequence for Relief 11, 2016
plaster
21 x 8 3/4 x 1 1/2 inches (53.3 x 22.2 x 3.8 cm)
[FP1190.16]

FLORIAN PUMHÖSL
Study Sequence for Relief 11, 2016
plaster
21 1/4 x 7 3/4 x 1 1/2 inches (54 x 19.7 x 3.8 cm)
[FP1191.16]

FLORIAN PUMHÖSL
Study Sequence for Relief 11, 2016
plaster
21 1/4 x 7 3/4 x 1 1/2 inches (54 x 19.7 x 3.8 cm)
[FP1191.16]

LIZ DESCHENES
Untitled (Étienne-Jules Marey #8), 2017
gelatin-silver photograms
Framed Dimensions:
8 1/4 x 69 1/8 x 3 1/8 inches (21 x 175.6 x 7.9 cm)
8 1/4 x 71 1/8 x 3 1/8 inches (21 x 180.7 x 7.9 cm)
Overall Dimensions:
21 1/5 x 86 1/2 x 3 1/8 inches (53.8 x 219.7 x 7.9 cm)
[LD1350.17]

Note: In these photograms, Deschenes uses a 19th-century scientific diagram by Étienne-Jules Marey as a point of departure. The rectangular shape of each of the two panels is a chronographic representation of the
duration that a person’s foot stays on the ground while walking.

LIZ DESCHENES
Untitled (Étienne-Jules Marey #8), 2017
Gelatin-silver photograms
Framed Dimensions:
8 1/4 x 69 1/8 x 3 1/8 inches (21 x 175.6 x 7.9 cm)
8 1/4 x 71 1/8 x 3 1/8 inches (21 x 180.7 x 7.9 cm)
Overall Dimensions:
21 1/5 x 86 1/2 x 3 1/8 inches (53.8 x 219.7 x 7.9 cm)
[LD1350.17]

LIZ DESCHENES
Untitled (Étienne-Jules Marey #8), 2017 [detail]

Other works

JIMMY RASKIN
POLY PHONE EEE, 2013-2017
brass French horn, string, painted wood, cardboard, acrylic paint, feathers, plastic, wire netting, metal pins, inkjet prints on paper,
90 x 65 x 10 inches (228.6 x 165.1 x 25.4 cm)
[JR1147.17]

JIMMY RASKIN
25 Stanzas Revisited, 2011
acrylic pigments on archival digital print and acetate overlay
Each: 30 x 22 inches (76.2 x 55.9 cm)
Framed dimensions: 31 ½ x 23 ½ x 1 inches (80 x 59.7 x 2.5 cm)
[JR1015.11]

JIMMY RASKIN
Interested, Occupied, Obsessed, 2013
inkjet on acetate, latex paint on paper collage
30 x 20 inches (76.2 x 50.8 cm)
Framed: 31 x 21 inches (78.7 x 53.3 cm)
[JR1088.13]

ROCHELLE GOLDBERG
Intralocutor, “Are you on or off?”, 2017
brass, gold-filled wire, resin, LED transformer, fiber optics, glazed ceramic, steel, carpet, dispersion paint, vinyl, cast iron and brass lamp
69 x 96 x 60 inches (175.3 x 243.8 x 152.4 cm)
[RG1141.17]

ROCHELLE GOLDBERG
Intralocutor, “Are you on or off?”, 2017 [detail]

ROCHELLE GOLDBERG
Intralocutor, “Are you on or off?”, 2017 [detail]

ROCHELLE GOLDBERG
Intralocutor, “Can you make the bad good again?”, 2017
glazed ceramic, steel, wood, human hair, plaster, aqua resin, oil latex paint
66 1/4 x 20 x 24 inches (168.3 x 50.8 x 61 cm)
[RG1094.17]

ROCHELLE GOLDBERG
Composite Host #10, 2017
glazed ceramic
13 x 11 x 5 inches (33 x 27.9 x 12.7 cm)
[RG1064.16]

ROCHELLE GOLDBERG
Composite Host #13, 2017
glazed ceramic
11 x 8 x 6 inches (27.9 x 20.3 x 15.2 cm)
[RG1067.16]

PIETER SCHOOLWERTH
New Wave Model in Red, 2016
Oil, acrylic, and giclée print on canvas
90 x 120 inches (228.6 x 304.8 cm)
[PS1240.16]

PIETER SCHOOLWERTH
Privacy Settings #1, 2017
oil, acrylic, and giclée print on canvas
80 1/2 x 67 3/8 inches (204.5 x 171.1 cm)
[PS1335.17]

PIETER SCHOOLWERTH
Privacy Settings #6, 2017
oil, acrylic, and giclée print on canvas
38 x 32 inches (96.5 x 81.3 cm)
[PS1342.17]

PAMELA ROSENKRANZ
Pattern Tension (Lysis), 2017
acrylic paint, inkjet print, plexiglas
58 5/8 x 37 3/8 inches (149 x 95 cm)
Framed dimensions: 59 3/4 x 38 1/2 x 1 5/8 inches (151.7 x 97.7 x 4.1 cm)
[PR1279.17]

Note: Pamela Rosenkranz probes the sensory stimulations that have triggered “hard-wired” responses in humans since prehistoric times. In
this new series of paintings, Rosenkranz starts with the tabby patterns of cats. Often evoking images of “sexiness” and sensual attraction, their
stripes and patterns have emerged through complex evolutionary processes – the camouflaged surface of their fur simulates the light and shadows of their original habitat. Falling under the title of Pattern Tension, these paintings develop a method that Rosenkranz has used previously:
she applies layers of transparent skin-tone acrylic paint to cutouts of photographs that resulted from a Google Image search, covering the image
with a three-dimensional and porous ‘skin’. The paint she uses replicates skin tones as well as the sand and earth hues native to the sub-Saharan African landscape where cats first hunted men, and where human language and culture emerged.

YUJI AGEMATSU
zip: 05.01.13 . . . 05.31.13, 2013
mixed media in cigarette cellophane wrappers (31 units)
on wood backed acrylic shelf, latex paint
wrappers, each approx.: 2 1/2 x 2 1/8 x 1 inches (6.3 x 5.3 x 2.5 cm)
shelving unit: 26 1/2 x 34 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches (67.3 x 87 x 13.3 cm)
[YA1155.17]

YUJI AGEMATSU
zip: 05.01.13 . . . 05.31.13 [detail]

YUJI AGEMATSU
zip: 05.01.13 . . . 05.31.13 [detail]

YUJI AGEMATSU
zip: 06.01.15 . . . 06.30.15, 2015 [notebook, p. 19]
mixed media in cigarette cellophane wrappers (30 units)
on wood backed acrylic shelves, latex paint
wrappers, each approx.: 2 1/2 x 2 1/8 x 1 inches (6.3 x 5.3 x 2.5 cm)
shelving unit: 26 1/2 x 34 1/4 x 5 1/4 inches (67.3 x 87 x 13.3 cm)
[YA1140.15]

YUJI AGEMATSU
no time, no location, 2014
copper cable, plastic, band-aid, silicon and mixed media pinned to mat board, wood frame
framed: 24 1/2 x 19 x 2 1/2 inches (62.2 x 48.3 x 6.4 cm)
[YA1081.14]

YUJI AGEMATSU
2016.02.16, Bowery and Delancey St, 2016
digital inkjet print
23 7/8 x 19 7/8 inches (60.6 x 50.5 cm)
Edition of 3 + 1 AP
[YA1144.16]

YUJI AGEMATSU
2016.02.16, Bowery and Delancey St, 2016
digital inkjet print
23 7/8 x 19 7/8 inches (60.6 x 50.5 cm)
Edition of 3 + 1 AP
[YA1145.16]

YUJI AGEMATSU
2016.02.16, Bowery and Delancey St, 2016
digital inkjet print
23 7/8 x 19 7/8 inches (60.6 x 50.5 cm)
Edition of 3 + 1 AP
[YA1143.16]

EILEEN QUINLAN
Mind Craft, 2015
digital chromogenic print mounted on Dibond
48 x 60 inches (121.9 x 152.4 cm)
Framed dimensions: 48 1/4 x 60 1/4 inches (122.6 x 153 cm)
Edition 3 of Unlimited
[EQ1617.15]

